
REMARKS OF HONORABLE CASPAR G. BACON,
PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE, MAY 29, 1929,
ADVOCATING The ADOPTION OF HIS
AMENDMENT (SEE SENATE, NO. 401) TO
THE HOUSE BILL PROVIDING FOR THE
EXTENSION OF PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
AND OPERATION OF THE RAILWAY SYS-
TEM OF THE BOSTON ELEVATED RAILWAY
COMPANY TO A DATE CERTAIN (HOUSE,
NO. 1320, AS AMENDED).

Mr. President:
I offer an amendment, in the hands of the Clerk.
It is with a good deal of reluctance, Air. President,

that I feel that I must inject myself into this Ele-
vated debate; but I think the members of this
honorable body will appreciate that I have been
studying this subject winter and summer, in session
and out of session, ever since I first joined the
Legislature five years ago. I have been a member
of the Committee on Aletropolitan Affairs, and last
summer I was the chairman of the recess commission
which studied this whole problem. The recess com-
mission made its report at the beginning of this
legislative session. That report is a complete state-
ment of the position taken by the recess commission,
and deals in considerable detail with the problem
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with which we were confronted and it presents our
conclusions. That report is numbered House 965.
There is a rather succinct, terse summary of some of
the important features of the Elevated problem
contained in that report, and I commend it to such
members of this honorable body as care to study it.

At the same time that our commission presented
this report, I took the liberty, because I thought it
would explain our position a little more fully than
our report explained it, to make a statement of my
own. It was moved in the House that this state-
ment be printed. It was printed. It is House
Document No. 966.

Now, a great deal of water has gone over the
dam since the beginning of this session. We are

now confronted with the problem of what to do with
the bill which is now before us. That bill, as you
know, serves notice that the road will be returned
to the stockholders on June 30, 1932, and this is all
that the bill does do.

There is a proviso in the bill that nothing shall
interfere with the exercise by the Commonwealth of
its option to purchase. In my opinion such a pro-
viso was not necessary, because I believe the option
remains in force anyway; but the proviso does no
harm.

1 have just offered an amendment which will be
printed at approximately 3.30 this afternoon, which,
in effect, creates the machinery by which extensions
and improvements to the present system can be put
into effect, if and when any such extensions or
improvements are approved: first, by the trus-
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tees of the new transit district which is created by
this amendment; second, by the board of directors
of the Elevated; and third, by the metropolitan
council, which is a body made up of the chief execu-
tives of the cities and towns of this new district.
No extension or improvement can be built, there-
fore, unless these three bodies concur that the par-
ticular extension or improvement is advisable and
necessary.

Mr. President, I have offered this amendment
because I have felt, for five years, with growing in-
tensity, that the people of Metropolitan Boston
demand and are entitled to better transportation
service than they now have, more rapid transit
facilities and general improvements in transporta-
tion.

For the last five years this thought has been pre-
dominant in my mind in any consideration of the
Elevated problem. It is the main reason why I
have consistently advocated the extension of public
control. I have felt that short of public ownership

which I have always wished to avoid unless there
was no other alternative the extension of the
present system of public control was the only way
to get improvements which I thought and still do
think are necessary. On the other hand, I fully
appreciate that something can be done, even with-
out a bill extending public control, to secure these
improvements; and my amendment paves the
way. It creates the machinery, it gives the oppor-
tunity for the directors and the trustees of the
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Metropolitan District to get together and decide
what, if any, improvements are necessary.

Last summer, the special commission of which
I was chairman, held eight hearings in Metropolitan
Boston; eight hearings in different sections of
Metropolitan Boston. These hearings were very
largely attended. There was an intense interest in
the subject of transportation. As I went from hear-
ing to hearing, my conviction that the people wanted
better service grew and grew. There were many
complaints; there were many suggestions. There-
fore, I say unreservedly that I have no patience
with men who will stand either on this floor or on
the floor of the other branch and say: “Leave the
system as it now is.

We cannot in any conceivable way justify leaving
the system as it now is. The evidence is clear that
the number of car riders has increased substantially
during the last few years, especially on weekdays,
and at the peak hours on these days. There may
be less car riding on Sundays and holidays, but

people who depend upon
from their daily work and
se people have to put up
■sted points are intolerable

there are more and more
the Elevated to go to and
the conditions which the;

with at some of the conge
and disgraceful.

to create this machinery,It is perfectly possible
whether the road is in private hands or in public
hands. I have heard the most ardent advocate
of private ownership in the other branch of the
Legislature say, time and time again, in public
and in private, that it is perfectly feasible to pro-
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vide for these improvements and extensions, even
though we turn the road back to its private owners.
I agree that this is perfectly feasible, although I
must admit that it is not as satisfactory as it would
be if we should extend public control. It is possible,
however, and the machinery which I have proposed
seems to me to be the machinery which should appeal

of private ownership, butnot only to the advocat
die ownershipalso to the advocates of p

We all admit, do we not that the Elevated cannot

finance these improvements itself. We cannot force
the car riders to pay for these improvements. There

for these improvementsare no savings to pay
Therefore, these improv< nnents, whatever the man-

ied for with the assistanceirlagement, must be provi

of public credit. Now,
Under this amendment

hat is the public credit?
is not the credit of thei

iCommonwealth. The members of this honor
bodv who live outside the Metropolitan District

pplv thisre not going to be taxed
itity is to be formed. Acredit. A new corporate e
geographical division ofnew corporate enti
District. It is composedthe present Metropolitan
h the Elevated now serveof the cities and towns whie

the same cities and tow ns, the same geographical
he report of the specialdistrict, as is set forth in

he same geographicalcommission of last summe
exception of Milton, asdistrict, with the possible

ill which was recoin-appeared in the draft of
mended by that special commissior

was recommended bxgeographical district tha
the Committee on Metropolitan Affairs
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I say this because this is no new idea. It is
something that has been thought about, worked on,
legislation thereon drafted and redrafted, from the
hot days of last summer to the hot days of this
summer. This corporate entity will be formed to
take over the present subways from the city of Bos-
ton, to take over the Cambridge subway from the
Commonwealth. This district will be formed for
the purpose of extending its credit, for the purpose
of financing any of these new lines which may be
agreed upon, through the sale of district bonds.
The district will be represented by a Board of
Trustees, four appointed by the Governor, and one
by the mayor for a fixed term of years. This is the
first fundamental part of the amendment offered.

Second. There is created also in this amendment
a new transit department. It is a transit depart-
ment which will take over the functions, the equip-
ment, the engineering force, of the present Boston
transit department, which, by the way, is a very
well equipped and competent engineering depart-
ment. The Boston transit department becomes
merged in this new transit department. This new
engineering force will build the new lines. This
transit department will be headed by a chairman
appointed by the Governor of the Commonwealth.
The other two members will be appointed for the
first five years by the mayor of the city of Boston.
After the first five years, one of the two members
appointed by the mayor of the city of Boston will
be appointed by the trustees of the transit district.
The reason for the change after the first five years
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is partly because this transit department, in addi-
tion to building the Elevated routes, will also build
the East Boston tunnel. Therefore, the mayor of
Boston has a primary interest in appointing a ma-
jority of this transit department during the period
when the East Boston tunnel is being constructed.

Third. There is created in this amendment an
organization known as the Metropolitan Council.
For want of a better term it is called a “council”.
All it is, however, is a meeting of the mayors of the
cities in the new transit district and the chairmen
of the boards of selectmen of the towns in the new
district. Why should we create, you may ask, such
a body or arrange for the assembling of such a body?
The answer is simply this; If we admit, as I believe
we must, that the Elevated cannot finance these
improvements alone, then the money to finance
them must come in part out of taxation on the
district. If the taxpayers’ money is to be used for
these improvements, who, better than the elected
representatives of the people of the communities
situated within the district, should sit in and
have a voice in the determination of how much
shall be contributed out of taxation and in the de-
termination of the questions of the general location,
the advisability, feasibility and desirability of any
particular new route or subway?

If, following the approval by the council of the
general location of a new line, the council and the
company cannot agree upon what portion of the
total rental of four and one half per cent shall lie
assumed by the company and what portion shall be
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assumed by the taxpayers of the district, the matter
may be referred to the Department of Public Util-
ities for determination. Upon such an appeal, the
Department of Public Utilities must take into con-
sideration the benefits accruing to the public, relief
of traffic congestion, increase to be anticipated in
the value of real estate from the construction and
operation of the work in question, savings in operating
costs to be anticipated, and the ability of the com-
pany to pay without impairing the net income which
it is entitled to earn.

Provision is also made for a review of the division
of rental at stated periods. There is a further
provision that in no event shall the total burden
placed upon the taxpayers as their portion of the
rental exceed an annual sum of thirty-five cents per
thousand upon the valuation of the district.

The theory governing the creation of this new
district is that the benefits received by one part of

What benefits the down-
benefits directly or indi-
of the district and vice

it will benefit the whole,
town section of Boston,
rectlv the other section;

versa. We must look at this large and complicated
question of providing for adequate transportation
from the point of view of the whole community

theory and fair in practice,
provides that the question
dons shall be built shall in
sted by the trustees of the

served. It is correct in
The amendment also

of what routes or exten
the first place be sugge;
district. This matter is then submitted to the board
of directors of the Elevated, because no extension
can be provided for unless there is a lease from the
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owner the district, to the Elevated, the operat-
ing organization. It is then submitted to the
Metropolitan Council. If they approve by a vote
of two thirds of that council, the improvement can
be put into effect. Any action or refusal to act
which is not supported by more than three fourths
of all the votes of the entire membership may be
appealed from to the Department of Public Utilities.

In the voting in this Metropolitan Council, each
city or town has one vote per $100,000,000 worth
of assessed property or fraction thereof. It works
out approximately that this transit district will have
an assessed valuation of approximately $3,200,
000,000. There will be, I think I am correct in
stating, forty votes on the basis that I have de-
scribed. It is either forty or forty-one. The city
of Boston will have approximately fifty per cent of
the voting strength in that Metropolitan Council
It is either twenty or twenty-one vote

Lest the representatives of some of the outlying
cities and towns should think that the influence
of Boston in this council is too great, let me state
that the assessed valuation of the property within
the limits of the city of Boston is approximately
sixty-six per cent of the assessed valuation of the
property in the entire district. Therefore, Boston
has a two thirds interest
on the basis of the asses
erty within the district,
that Boston should be
the Metropolitan Council

if you figure the interest
?ed valuation of the prop-
It is not unfair, therefore,
adequately represented in
with one half of the votes.

The amendment mav ppear pretty long. It is
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necessarily long because of the considerable legal
detail required to bring into being this machinery
that I have outlined. There are sections relating
to eminent domain, damages for takings, contracts
for construction work, etc. Provision is made for
extending for fifty years on the same terms as at
present the existing leases of the subways. The
franchise tax now paid by the Elevated to the Com-
monwealth for distribution to the cities and towns
served will be paid to the district, such amounts to
be applied to interest payments on district bonds.

Finally, the last eight sections of the bill refer
entirely to the acquisition of the Chelsea division
of the Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway. You
will see from a cursory reading of a small part of the
report of the special commission that the special
commission felt very acutely that something should
be done to relieve an injustice to the people of
Chelsea and Revere, which injustice has been al-
lowed to exist for some fifteen years. This injustice
has been recognized in report after report. The
people of these communities are entitled to ride to
Boston for 10 cents, not 15 or 20, and the people
of Boston are entitled to ride to Revere Beach
in the summer for 10 cents. All the reports are
unanimous that something should be done. All
the later reports are unanimous that the Chelsea
division should be acquired by the Boston Elevated
Railway, provided a fair deal could be made, fair
alike to the Eastern Massachusetts and to the Boston
Elevated. No company will sell, and no company
should buy, unless the price is fair.
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The special commission last summer sat for clays
with the trustees of the Eastern Massachusetts. The
trustees of the Eastern Massachusetts have stated
their willingness to sell at a price. We therefore
know that the Boston Elevated can purchase it
at that price. How much below that price is un-
determined. It is clear from this that the Eastern
Massachusetts people feel that their road will not
be injured if they can get this price.

This machinery which I have outlined gives the
road and the trustees the opportunity to try and
get together with the Eastern Massachusetts on a
fair price. I have reason to believe that it can be
done. I have reason to believe that the price will
be considerably lower than the price which the
Eastern Massachusetts have stated that they are
willing to take, largely because certain of the prop-
erty included in this Chelsea division, upon which
the price is based, will not be sold, or if it is sold
it will be sold to the Elevated for re-sale to somebody
else.

Let me emphasize again that the ideas contained
in the amendment offered are not new. These ideas
have grown after months and months of study, and
many provisions of this machinery are contained in
the public control bill which went through this
branch of the Legislature. I feel that by passing
this amendment we are taking a forward step, a
constructive step. We are keeping faith, to the best
of our ability, with the people of this district. We
are not leaving them flat. We are not telling them,
“Oh, the Elevated is good enough for you.” We
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say, “No; it is not good enough. You are entitled
to rapid transit to the outlying sections of Boston.”

What is the cause of this congestion on the streets?
Largely the automobiles,
ing rapid transit facilitie;
question of improving the
tional reason why part of

This question of extend-
is, to some extent, a

streets, and is an addi-
the cost should be paid

by the property benefited by the improvement of
these streets; an additional reason why taxation
should bear a part of the burden if some of these
improvements are established, as I believe they will
be. I believe the board of directors see more light
today than they have in the recent past. I believe
they will be willing to make a fair bargain with
the representatives of the people from whom the
taxes must come. I believe that they will be will-
ing to remedy the intolerable conditions at Gov-
ernor Square; they will be willing to provide exten-
sions to East Boston, and out Huntington Avenue.
They will be willing, if the trade is right, to acquire
the Chelsea division of the Eastern Massachusetts
Railway. But whatever they may be willing to do
must be approved by the representatives of the
people of this district.

An additional reason why some, if not all, of
these improvements that I have mentioned should
be started, is the testimony of the general manager
of the Elevated, who will be the general manager,
I predict, whether the ownership is in the Com-
monwealth, in the district, or in the stockholders.
From the testimony of the general manager of the
Elevated before Joint Committee on Ways and
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Means in this State House, this year, lie stated that
if Routes 1 and 2 (which are the familiar routes we
have been discussing year after year) are built, the
Elevated will be able to save annually $BOO,OOO each
year just by the building of those two routes. Trains
will take the place of slow service cars. Obsolete
lines will be abandoned. Obsolete cars will be
abandoned, and other operating savings mentioned
by the general manager, will be effected.

The question has been asked: Does this amend-
ment become operative at once, or must it wait
until the road is turned back? My answer is, it
becomes operative immediately. I want to make a
start on these improvements. I want to present
these questions at once to those bodies which are
concerned with these improvements. I want to see
if they can read the handwriting on the wall. The
sooner it is done, the better.

I say in conclusion, this machinery fits the pic-
ture whether the road is owned by the stockholders,
whether it is under public control, whether the
Commonwealth exercises its right to purchase the
road, or whether it is acquired and operated by a
district. I cannot see why there should be any op-
position to creating this machinery, unless it comes
from those who do not hear the call of the people
living in the outlying suburbs, or from those who
do not think that such people are entitled to any
consideration.








